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What Knowledge Achieves

eople who enjoy cooking do it all the 
time: they frequently lift the lid to take 

a look at the contents of the pot or perhaps check the season-
ing. Is there enough rosemary, is the pasta cooked to perfec-
tion, are the vegetables still crisp but tender? This informa-
tion is vital for the next step – which may be to add another 
ingredient or to reduce the heat.

Controlling chemical processes is much the same. Here too 
the operator would like to fi nd out 
how far a reaction has progressed. 
However, in this case, lifting the 
lid of a pot to determine the stage 
of the process is usually not feasi-
ble. After all, there are sometimes 
several metric tons of liquid in this 
particular “pot” at perhaps 300° C 
under a pressure of fi ve bar. Until 
just a few years ago, there was nor-
mally only one way to get around 
this challenge: if you wanted to de-
termine how far the process had 
advanced, you had to take a sample 
from the process vessel and have 
it checked in the lab – a time-con-
suming operation. 

There are now other possibilities al-
so partly due to Spectro BAY® from 
Bayer Technology Services. First 
conceived more than 10 years ago, 
it was originally developed as an 
auxiliary device for the automatic 
regulation of distillation. In order 
to be able to look inside the distilla-
tion column at any time, Bayer en-
gineers installed a sampling point 
at the upper end of the column. 
The steam mixture continuously 
released from this point condensed 

 P

Spectroscopy Behind the Scene
For over 10 years SpectroBAY® from Bayer Technology Services has been able to carry out online 
analytics inside processing facilities. More than 100 of these systems are now in use worldwide. 
They monitor distillation, synthesis or formulation steps – and they save money.

  ONLINE ANALYTICS FOR PROCESS CONTROL

and fl owed through a measuring cell, where it was exposed to 
infrared light. After the respective calibration, the absorption 
spectrum contained in an externally attached spectrometer 
provided reliable information about the relevant composition 
of the steam released from the end of the column.

With the introduction of this online spectroscopy, it was 
possible for the fi rst time ever to operate a distillation unit 
fully automatically. Depending on the respective measured 

value obtained at the a specifi c time, the 
feed and the refl ux as well as energy in-
put could be immediately controlled. 
This not only saved the time and ex-
pense of sampling and laboratory anal-
ysis that were necessary up until then, 
but also helped conserve energy. 

In subsequent years, this form of auto-
matic process control quickly spread 
throughout the Bayer Group. “It did not 
take long to see that there were a large 
number of production plants whose op-
erations could be optimized through 
online analytics,” recalls Dr. Stephan 
Tosch from Process Analyzer Tech-
nology. And this does not only include 
controlling distillation. Other ways of 
conversion such as syntheses and po-
lymerization could also be monitored 
“behind the scene” with the help of 
spectroscopy. 

What was at fi rst an in-house solu-
tion has long since become an exter-
nally marketed product: Spectro BAY®. 
In the meantime about one third of 
the devices are operating outside the 
Bayer Group, says Tosch. The larg-
est single customer is, however, Bayer 
MaterialScience. Michael Freytag from 
Process Control Technology at Bayer 

1. How good is process control today?
Modern process management tech-
nology ensures an optimal process 
control because it now also records 
material composition in addition to 
pressure, temperature and fill lev-
els. This is a great advance.  
2. What else is there to do?
Miniaturization is an important sub-
ject for us. “Lab-on-a-Chip” solu-
tions will make online analytics less 
expensive and faster in the future. 
3. Are there other trends?
Biotechnologically produced phar-
maceuticals like proteins are grow-
ing in importance. But their produc-
tion takes place in cell cultures, 
which is a totally different process. 
For this we are already offering the 
first procedures for online analytics.

3 QUESTIONS FOR:
Dr. Norbert Kusch-
nerus, Head of 
Process Manage-
ment Technology 



“SpectroBAY® has supported our basis for modern process 

control in many production areas. We intend to further expand 

the application in the future.”

Michael Freytag, Bayer MaterialScience
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MaterialScience calls it a real success story: “SpectroBAY® 
has supported our basis for a modern process control in many 
production areas. We intend to further expand its application 
in future.”

Although Bayer Technology Services has since delivered 
its one hundredth  Spectro BAY®, the units are by no means 
in series production. Each Spectro BAY® is a box with a high-
ly complex interior, consisting of a light source and analyti-
cal electronic equipment together with the interface for pro-
cess control systems. “But when it comes to the fabrication 
of the corresponding measuring cells, automation, calibra-
tion, evaluation and error detection, each system is individu-
ally custom-built,” stresses Sales Manager Frank Böttge. It 
begins with the specifi c analytical task, for instance, the rel-
evant wavelengths, and extends to the programing, i.e. how 

With the help of SpectroBAY® automated process control is frequently carried out in 
manufacturing. The spectra, usually in the near-infrared range, contain information 
about the atom groups in organic compounds.

the respective measured value affects the plant control. Over 
the years, the range of applications has steadily increased. 
Spectro BAY® now also controls formulation steps such as 
mixing and granulating and regulates the moisture content 
of solids, which is crucial for pharmaceuticals. It can even be 
used as a temperature sensor, and in certain cases is superi-
or to conventional thermometers. For its ability to record the 
temperature profi les along a reactor, Spectro BAY® was nomi-
nated for Hermes Award in 2005. 

Just 24 hours instead of 30: Spectro BAY® recently helped a 
customer achieve this reduced process time. The customer 
wanted to control a distillation process for which it was nec-
essary to separate nine chemically very similar compounds. 
Taking 20 percent less time means that heat expenditure and 
thus also energy costs can be reduced. 




